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IRO Announcement no 12/21/SMS/2021/2022 

“Erasmus – Mobility for Studies (KA131/2021)” 

Assigning OLS language test licenses 

Erasmus studies 2021/22  

 
      The National Agency of the Erasmus+ Programme and the European Solidarity Corps has informed that 
students receiving the Erasmus grant from the KA131/2021 project would need to complete language 
assessment tests on the OLS platform if they  had  declared one of the following languages as the language 
of instruction: 

English, Bulgarian, Croatian, Czech, Danish, Estonian, Finnish, French, Greek, Irish, Hungarian, 
Lithuanian, Latvian, Maltese, Spanish, Dutch, German, Portuguese, Romanian, Slovak, Slovenian, 
Italian or Swedish 

 
As distinct from the previous project (KA103/2020) you will need to complete language assessment tests 
only before your mobility. The second test, after you complete your studies at the host university, is 
optional.  
 
Please note! The access to the test will be assigned to your email address by IRO (you will receive a link 
from the OLS system in order to create your OLS profile) 
 
Please note! If, while contacting the host university, you find out that most courses will be held in a 
language different from the one you declared, don’t start the test  and report the language change to 
erasmusbwz@uw.edu.pl. You will then be reassigned a language test in the correct language. After you 
start the test it will be too late to change the tested language. 
 
If you start doing the test, please make sure you complete it and submit it within 10 days from the start; 
after this period the test will expire and it will be impossible to send you another test. 
 
The information on what language of instruction you declared is visible in your USOSweb profile:  
Student mobility > mobilities > view > Details 

 
  
The link to the OLS test will be sent to your email address in USOS and will remain active until 03.01.2022 

 

1. If your assessment result is A1, A2 or B1 in English, French, Spanish, German, Portuguese, Italian or 

A1, A2 in Czech, or A1 in Croatian, Greek, Finnish, you will be automatically assigned a language 

course in the given language – participation in this course will be mandatory.  

 

If you would like to participate in a language course voluntarily (your language of instruction) you need 

to choose this option before completing the test (please read all the instructions in the OLS system 

very carefully). 
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2. You can also participate in a course of the national language of the country where you are going to 

study, ex. if you are going to study in Spain and your language of instruction is English, you can 

choose a course of Spanish, choose this option before doing the test, when this option is available 

in the system. 

 
 

Levels of courses 
 

Language  Language courses 

English, French, Spanish, Dutch, German, Italian  Up to C1 level 

Portuguese  Up to B2 level 

Czech  Up to A2 level 

Bulgarian, Croatian, Danish, Estonian, Finnish, Greek, Lithuanian, Latvian, 
Romanian, Slovak, Slovenian, Swedish, Hungarian 

 Up to A1 level 

 

 
Please note! When creating your profile in OLS choose the start and end date of your study period at the 
host institution, so that the system ‘knows’ when to send you the test after your mobility. If you don’t do it, 
you will receive a link to the second test immediately after you complete the first test. 
 
 
Please note! Completing the first OLS test, among other documents, is necessary to receive the Erasmus 
grant. If you don’t receive a link to the test by 08.10.2021 (please check your spam box) report it: 
erasmusbwz@uw.edu.pl.                                       
 
If you have decided to resign from the mobility, do not start the test – please let us know about your 
decision (erasmusbwz@uw.edu.pl). 
 

 
Warsaw, 05.10.2021 r.      Erasmus Section  

International Relations Office UW  
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